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Acknowledgement 
of Country

We pay our respects to the traditional owners of 
the the land on which we learn today, in 
particular the Turrbal and Jagera nations. 

We recognise we are learning on lands over 
which sovereignty was never ceded.
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This presentation:
https://tinyurl.com/3ebva8vv
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Hello, I’m 
Mick!
Contact me via:

▰ mick@contoureducation.com
▰ Twitter - @Contour_Ed
▰ Facebook - @contoureducation
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mailto:mick@contoureducation.com
https://twitter.com/Contour_Ed
https://www.facebook.com/contoureducation


Agenda

▰ Studies of place - inquiry
▰ Google Maps
▰ Local Council
▰ State/Federal Govt
▰ Demographic data - Guardian, Torrens Social 

Health Atlas, atlas.id
▰ ScribbleMaps - reporting/recommending
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Studies of place

Permeates the subject

Place, or ‘where’, is the 
core of most of the issues 
we study as geographers - 
“the why of where”.

Familiarity

Students are familiar with 
their local area. They 
understand the patterns 
and rhythms at play.

Accessible and relevant

Students can easily 
access their local area 
and it is powerfully 
relevant to them - they live 
in it and know it more than 
anywhere else.
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Let’s play!



Google Maps - link

Loaded with local data

▰ Maps, satellites and terrain 
view.

▰ Search function.
▰ Transport and traffic.
▰ Current and historic 

StreetView.
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https://www.google.com/maps


State/Federal Governments 
- link

Easy-to-use

Government data can be 
distributed via an online mapping 
application like NSW’s Globe, WA’s 
Landgate, VIC’s VicPlan and QLD’s 
Globe or QImagery.

National Map
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https://qimagery.information.qld.gov.au/
https://nationalmap.gov.au/


Local data

▰ Your local council may have an online, 
interactive mapping tool that you can take 
advantage of.

▰ Expect lots of useful, local data from natural 
data, infrastructure and more.

▰ Search for ‘<your council> interactive map’ 
or ‘<your council> planning map’ if you have 
no luck

Your Local Council - link
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https://hobartcc.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html


Demographic data

▰ atlas.id census data (not all local 
councils)

▰ ABS Census data - QuickStats
▰ Guardian Australia Census Atlas 

(2016)
▰ ABC News article using 2021 

Census data
▰ UNSW Census data guide
▰ Torrens Social Health Atlas

Demographic data
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https://atlas.id.com.au/
https://www.abs.gov.au/census/find-census-data/search-by-area?opendocument&navpos=220
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/ng-interactive/2017/jun/27/australian-census-map-the-results-region-by-region-interactive
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-05/what-australias-2021-census-reveals-about-our-neighbourhoods/101201644
https://libguides.library.usyd.edu.au/c.php?g=508155&p=3476200
https://phidu.torrens.edu.au/social-health-atlases


Live weather data

▰ Live weather data 
▰ Weather forecasts
▰ Rain, humidity, MSLP, 

cyclone events….

BoM MetEye - link
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http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/meteye/


ScribbleMaps

▰ There are many tools out there but 
ScribbleMaps is accessible, free and easy to 
use.

▰ View a range of basemaps.
▰ Add your own points, lines or shapes.
▰ Add text, links, images, videos or audio to 

places on your maps.
▰ Save and come back to maps.
▰ All free and no registration required!

Reporting back - link
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https://www.scribblemaps.com/


Conclusion

▰ Spatial technologies are a 
natural fit with local area 
studies and give your 
students access to a range 
of really useful information.
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Contour Education

▰ Incursions
▰ Fieldwork
▰ Webinars
▰ Workshops
▰ Membership 

Reflection
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Any questions?

▰ mick@contoureducation.com
▰ Twitter - @Contour_Ed
▰ Facebook - @contoureducation
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Thanks!
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